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Encyclopedia of Folk Heroes
Shapechangers
Mr. McGuire takes Maggie, Raphael, Fiona, and Hasenpfeffer to Scotland to meet one of his
oldest friends, Sir Roderick Lachlan, who will conduct Maggie’s World Federation of Magic
testing. Also at the estate are smarmy young house guest—Munro Wallace Shaw, his
mentor—Lord Gilroy Innis, Sir Lachlan’s wife, Lyra, a depressed selkie who endlessly searches
the castle for her hidden seal skin so she can escape back to the sea, and their daughter
Rhona—a troubled child at odds with her selkie heritage. When a panther attacks their host,
Maggie and friends must figure out who conjured the creature up and why. Add a sneaky black
cat, Maggie and Fiona’s troublesome attraction to Munro, and Raphael’s jealousy to the mix,
and the next victim might very well be Maggie.

Second Nature
A woman blessed, or cursed, with a talent for witchcraft returns to Castle Auburn where she
spent her childhood in joy-only to find an aura of dread awaiting her.

The Shape Shifters
When 18-year-old Rose arrives in Temnota from the US as an exchange student, she finds the
country even more oppressive than she thought. The Secret Service has just imprisoned
Libera, a young rebel leader. A shape-shifter, she can escape by taking any form, so they’ve
locked her away in a cell impenetrable to her kind, and are about to execute her. Rose teams
up with her classmate, Gavrilo, the prince of all shape-shifters, to find a way to unlock Libera’s
cell to save her. According to a legend, such a way existed a long time ago. Rose takes
Gavrilo back to the past to find it. A Secret Service Major, an evil genius of shifters, stands in
their way. Rose and Gavrilo fall for each other, but she has a disease that prevents them from
touching. Will they beat the death clock and save the country and their love?

The Shape-Shifter's Guide to Time Travel
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"Behold the great shapeshifter himself, boldly casting poetic spells." - Roger McGough "Adrian
Mitchell makes these tales of human overreaching and natural vengeance sharply up to date.
Children will be entranced, but there's plenty for adults too." - Andrew Marr Bursting into life in
the hands of Adrian Mitchell, here are 30 of the brightest, loveliest and most powerful myths
ever written - stories of gods such as Jove, Apollo, Juno, Venus and Mercury and of mortals
such as Daphne, Narcissus, Adonis, Phaeton and Persephone . Re-created from Ovid's
Metamorphoses in stories, ballads and headline news, they sing aloud on the page.
Breathtaking artwork by the most acclaimed fantasy illustrator of our time transforms the
stories into a living, breathing children's classic to bewitch a new generation raised in a world
of special effects.

Scent of Darkness
Études sur la pré-renaissance et la renaissance anglaises.

Rocked by Romance
Describes stories of love and romance written for young adults, grouping titles by specific
themes and subtopics and including genres such as fantasy, contemporary problem novels,
and Christian and historical fiction.

Sold to the Alpha
On the Prowl Christine Warren Most girls would throw a fit if their parents tried to set up an
arranged marriage for them. It's so outrageously old-fashioned—even for a Tiguri family,
members of a fierce race of shapeshifting weretigers. But Saskia isn't getting her claws out just
yet. She'll go through with this marriage to help unite two powerful families—and because her
husband-to-be Nicolas Preda is the sexiest, hunkiest, and only man she's ever wanted Of
course, marrying an alpha male like Nic comes with its share of danger. As leader of his Streak
and head of a global corporation, Nic and his new fiancée must take their places in the jungles
of Manhattan—and the local Others seem to have a strict "no pets" policy. In fact, the Council
seems to think the Tiguri are at the root of all their problems, including an attempt on the life of
its leader. If Nic hopes to protect his name and his mate, it's hunt or be hunted—and he can't do
it alone. But if anyone can bring out the beast in him, it's the sexy, savage tigress he's sworn to
love

Dripping Wet in the Cop Car
A shape-shifting soldier falls in love with the human woman she's supposed to kill in this
compelling lesbian paranormal romance, part one in the award-winning Shape-Shifter series.
For solitary novelist Jorie Price, true love seems as fictional as the shape-shifting creatures
she writes about in her paranormal romances. Griffin Westmore doesn't believe in love either,
but she's one of those not-so-fictional shape-shifters who secretly live among humans. When
Jorie's writing gets uncomfortably close to the truth, Griffin is sent to investigate and, if
necessary, kill the author to protect the secrets of her kind. But when Griffin unexpectedly finds
herself drawn to Jorie, her world is turned upside-down. Hell, she's supposed to kill the human,
not fall in love with her! How can she complete her mission now?

Working Woman
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Entries describe the origins and deeds of folk heroes as they have existed in folktales, songs,
oral tradition, and other folklore genres.

Wild
The author of If Women Rose Rooted and The Enchanted Life returns to her first love, fiction,
in this literary collection of fairy-tale retellings of transforming women.

Shapeshifter
It is the story of a woman who has lived a full life to learn how to accept a new life, changes
within herself all the time escaping an evil general and being assisted by a family of vampires.

Shapeshifters
Widowed Janet Herbert has two small children to raise. Out of work and with unemployment
benefits running low, she needs a knight in shining armour to sweep her off her feet and carry
her away on a big white stallion. The stranger in town is very handsome—and so very, very
French. But the more she learns, the more uncertain she becomes. Jean Gagnon has just
done seven years for a crime he says he didn’t commit.

Cahiers Élisabéthains
The legacy he must obey… The child she must save… The man who threatens to fulfill her every
fantasy… and break her heart. Alpha wolf Ridge Addison left his wife in Las Vegas, vowing to
put their one reckless night of passion behind him and return to his clan. Thirteen years later
he needs a divorce so he can become pack leader. Yet he's never forgotten the sensuous
witch whose life he saved…or the knee-buckling kisses he still craves. After they parted, Abigail
tried banishing Ridge from her memory. Now her heart belongs only to her son. But when the
boy is kidnapped, she knows she alone can't save him. Though Abigail's body still aches for
Ridge, she's willing to give him his freedom in exchange for his help. But who will shield her
heart from the only man she's ever let claim her, body and soul?

Video Movie Guide 2001
With the revelation and capture of the killer creature; Charles, Elsa and the other survivors
anticipate leaving the island and putting their deadly and terrifying vacation behind them. In an
unfortunate incidence, the cunning creature escapes, sets out for vengeance and blood. The
group is once again thrown in to a frenzied fight for their lives. The killings resume, and it is left
up to Charles to remove the deadly threat to them all once and for all. He and Elsa's
relationship has escalated; and as he prepares for battle, he is determined to survive to be with
his one true love. In a final confrontation between Charles and the creature, a startling secret is
revealed about Elsa's past; one that will change the couples lives forever, if they survive. The
final battle ensues. Will Charles be the hero? Or will he and Elsa's love affair end on the island,
along with their lives?

Summers at Castle Auburn
When Duncan finds an injured cheetah, questions about how she wound up in his
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mountains--and going after the poachers pursuing her--can wait. First he brings her home.
Then he checks in on his patient, and finds not a cat, but a gorgeous, very "naked" woman.
Warning: explicit sex.

Women Shapeshifters
When she arrives for a brief stay, twelve-year-old Theo has no idea how tied she is to
Nantucket's past and how instrumental she will soon be in shaping the island's future.

Isle of the shapeshifters
"Explores the folklore and facts connected with vampires, zombies, and shape-shifters such as
werewolves"--Provided by publisher.

Vampires, Zombies, and Shape-Shifters
Lucky's Woman
The peace treaty between humans and shapeshifters was signed over a century ago. One of
the consequences is that humans must provide shifters with young brides to give them heirs
and ensure the survival of their species. Today, all over the world, special boarding schools
take girls from orphanages and give them the most exquisite education, preparing them to
become brides for the enemy. Sexy, curvy, and confident, Avelyn is one of those wild souls
who will not be traded off as livestock. She's determined to do everything in her power to gain
her freedom and build a new life far away from shapeshifters and what society expects of her.
Alpha werewolf Max Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes to Alma Venus
Boarding School, one of the best schools for shifter brides in the world, he is set on buying a
young woman who would bring him political advantage. When he sees Avelyn, his plans are
turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him to bring home, but he can't
imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the book to convince Max to buy another
bride. It doesn't matter that his perfect body and smooth voice make her weak in the knees.
She has a dream, and her dream does not include a wolf-shifter for a husband and a bunch of
wolf pups clinging to her skirts.

Deadly Secrets The Fight for Love (Billionaire Shape-Shifter Romance
Series Book 3)
"The Shape Shifters" offers a unique set of new tools keeping readers ahead of fast-moving
curves. The simple analytical and "teaching tools" in this book can make any business nimbler
and more decisive. The author provides hundreds of examples of how companies have
redefined the shapes of their businesses, "shape shifting" faster and more often to match the
changing shape of customer demands.

Shapeshifters
When Sive awakens to find herself in the body of a deer, she discovers she can shapeshift at
will, and the emergence of this power has set a dark sorcerer against her.
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Language Arts
Annie Lockhart's colorful exterior concealed a serious psychic ability. And if her latest visions
were true, a serial killer was preying on couples deeply in love. She had been burned by her
talents before, so instead of going to the police, she hired private investigator Lucky Santana to
find the killer. Even though Lucky wasn't sure about this assignment, Annie drove him crazy, in
more ways than onewhich made their task all the more torturous: Annie and Lucky set out to
look like a happy couple. As their faux relationship turned all too real and passionate, the killer
came in for one last deadly showdown.

Shape Shifters
Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with the official illustrated guide to the #1 New York
Times bestselling series featuring exclusive illustrations, character profiles, and more! This
must-have edition -- the only official guide -- is the definitive encyclopedic reference to the
Twilight Saga and provides readers with everything they need to further explore the
unforgettable world Stephenie Meyer created in Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn,
and The Short Second Life of Bree Tanner. This comprehensive handbook -- essential for
every Twilight Saga fan -- is full-color throughout with nearly 100 gorgeous illustrations and
photographs and with exclusive material, character profiles, genealogical charts, maps,
extensive cross-references, and much more. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer
makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion,
Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view.
"People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there."
-- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times

A Guatemalan Tale of Two Wives
National bestselling author Sharon Shinn presents a passionate, heart-wrenching story of
secrets and the lengths to which we’ll go to protect those we love For her entire life, Melanie
Landon has hidden the fact that her half sister, Ann, is a shape-shifter, determined to protect
her from a world that simply wouldn’t understand. When a man shows up asking about
Ann—who has been missing for months—Melanie fears the worst, and with good reason.
Freelance writer Brody Westerbrook knows about the existence of shape-shifters and intends
to include Ann in the book he’s writing. While Melanie is immediately drawn to the stranger,
she knows better than to trust him, and she denies his claim. But when Ann finally reappears,
looking thin and sick, Melanie realizes exposure is the least of their worries. Protecting her
sister has always been an enormous part of Melanie’s life, but as Ann’s health rapidly
deteriorates, Melanie must come to grips with the fact that saving her may mean letting go…

Foxfire, Wolfskin and Other Stories of Shapeshifting Women
A Bear Shifter Romance To Get Your Heart Pounding Jen is anxious about the police force
getting new recruits. Although new blood is definitely needed in Denver's war on crime, she
isn't sure she can trust the new people if things go wrong. Brad, the new join that's been paired
with her, seems all right. It isn't until she is shot that Jen can really tell; but along with proving
himself, Brad turns out to be a little more than he first seemed. Much more, in fact. And Jen
has never felt more challenged or turned on. There's nothing more alpha than a bear shifter in
a police uniform. Are you ready to try something a little more "aggressive" than you're used to?
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Don't worry, I won't tell a soul. ;-) Grab your copy today!

Carmel Rose
From the national bestselling author of The Samaria Trilogythis is the novel that launched
Sharon Shinn's career and inspired Peter S. Beagle to call her "the most original writer of
fantasy since Robin McKinley." Aubrey was a student of the fine art of wizardry. But the more
knowledge he acquired, the more he wanted to learn. He traveled in search of the greatest
master of all, the gifted shape-changer Glyrenden. From him, Aubrey expected to discover the
secret of long-lost spells and the mysteries of arcane magic. But there was one discovery he
never expected, a mystery he risked every thing to solve. Her name was Lilith

The Shape-Shifter's Wife
Reviews thousands of movies and rates each film according to a five-star rating system, and
features cross-indexing by title, director, and cast.

The Shape-Shifter's Curse
On the Prowl
Ann Smith loves her handsome, dynamic boss, Jasha Wilder, but her daring plan to seduce
him goes awry when she encounters a powerful wolf who-before her horrified eyes-changes
into the man she adores. She soon discovers she can't escape her destiny, for she is the
woman fated to break the curse that binds his soul.

The Werewolf's Wife
An exciting study of novels by ten women writers who have combined the traditions of
Romance and Realism to offer a more comprehensive view of contemporary life.

The Shape Shifter
In recent years, shapeshifting characters in literature, film and television have been on the rise.
This has followed the increased use of such characters as metaphors, with novelists and critics
identifying specific meanings and topics behind them. This book aims to unravel the
shapeshifting trope. Rather than pursue a case-based study, the works are grouped around
specific themes—adolescence, gender, sexuality, race, disability, addiction, and spirituality—that
are explored through the metaphor of shapeshifting. Because of the transformative possibilities
of this metaphor and its flexibility, the shapeshifter has the potential to change how we see our
world. With coverage of iconic fantasy texts and a focus on current works, the book engages
with the shapeshifting figure in popular culture from the United States, Canada, the United
Kingdom, and Australia. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.

Still Life with Shape-shifter
In Marxist anthropological theory, shamanism represented one of the early forms of religion
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that later gave rise to more sophisticated beliefs in the course of human advancement ] The
premise of Marxism was that eventually, at the highest levels of civilization, the sacred and
religion would eventually die out (Znamenski, 2007, p.322). Though history has of course since
disproved this, the theory clearly had a great bearing on what was written in the former Soviet
Union about shamanism, and also on peoples attitudes in the former Soviet Republics towards
such practices. On the other hand, it has been suggested that all intellectuals driven by
nationalist sentiments directly or indirectly are always preoccupied with searching for the most
ancient roots of their budding nations in order to ground their compatriots in particular soil and
to make them more indigenous (Znamenski, 2007, p.28). Although this might apply to
searching for the roots of Christianity in Georgia, when it comes to searching for the roots of
pagan practices, interest on the part of the people of Georgia is generally speaking not so
forthcoming. This impasse, coupled with the effects of the repressions against religions,
including shamanism, unleashed by the Soviet government between the 1930s and 1950s,
along with the recent surge of interest in the Georgian Orthodox church, a backlash to the
seventy years of officially sanctioned atheism, makes research into the subject no easy
business. However, hopefully this study will at least in some small way help to set the process
in motion.

Chaucer's Wife of Bath's Tale, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and the
English Romance Tradition
There is something about a shapeshifter—a person who can transform into an animal—that
captures our imagination; that causes us to want to howl at the moon, or flit through the night
like a bat. Werewolves, vampires, demons, and other weird creatures appeal to our animal
nature, our “dark side,” our desire to break free of the bonds of society and proper behavior.
Real or imaginary, shapeshifters lurk deep in our psyches and remain formidable cultural
icons. The myths, magic, and meaning surrounding shapeshifters are brought vividly to life in
John B. Kachuba’s compelling and original cultural history. Rituals in early cultures worldwide
seemingly allowed shamans, sorcerers, witches, and wizards to transform at will into animals
and back again. Today, there are millions of people who believe that shapeshifters walk among
us and may even be world leaders. Featuring a fantastic and ghoulish array of examples from
history, literature, film, TV, and computer games, Shapeshifters explores our secret desire to
become something other than human.

The Shape-Shifters
Accra Noir
The Shamanic Themes in Georgian Folktales
Retirement has never sat well with former Navajo Tribal Police Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn. Now
the ghosts of a still-unsolved case are returning to haunt him, reawakened by a photograph in
a magazine spread of a one-of-a-kind Navajo rug, a priceless work of woven art that was
supposedly destroyed in a suspicious fire many years earlier. The rug, commemorating one of
the darkest and most terrible chapters in American history, was always said to be cursed, and
now the friend who brought it to Leaphorn's attention has mysteriously gone missing. With
newly wedded officers Jim Chee and Bernie Manuelito just back from their honeymoon, the
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legendary ex-lawman is on his own to pick up the threads of a crime he'd once thought
impossible to untangle. And they're leading him back into a world of lethal greed, shifting
truths, and changing faces, where a cold-blooded killer still resides.

The Shape-Changer's Wife
The Twilight Saga: The Official Illustrated Guide
Shape Shifters presents a wide-ranging array of essays that examine peoples of mixed racial
identity. Moving beyond the static “either/or” categories of racial identification found within
typical insular conversations about mixed-race peoples, Shape Shifters explores these mixedrace identities as fluid, ambiguous, contingent, multiple, and malleable. This volume expands
our understandings of how individuals and ethnic groups identify themselves within their own
sociohistorical contexts. The essays in Shape Shifters explore different historical eras and
reach across the globe, from the Roman and Chinese borderlands of classical antiquity to
medieval Eurasian shape shifters, the Native peoples of the missions of Spanish California,
and racial shape shifting among African Americans in the post–civil rights era. At different
times in their lives or over generations in their families, racial shape shifters have moved from
one social context to another. And as new social contexts were imposed on them, identities
have even changed from one group to another. This is not racial, ethnic, or religious imposture.
It is simply the way that people’s lives unfold in fluid sociohistorical circumstances. With
contributions by Ryan Abrecht, George J. Sánchez, Laura Moore, and Margaret Hunter,
among others, Shape Shifters explores the forces of migration, borderlands, trade, warfare,
occupation, colonial imposition, and the creation and dissolution of states and empires to
highlight the historically contingent basis of identification among mixed-race peoples across
time and space.

Werewolves and Other Shapeshifters in Popular Culture
"Thirteen tales of the trouble people find in the capital city of Ghana when they’re trying to
make a buckThere’s plenty of noir to go around in this all-too-sad volume about people
struggling to get by." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred review "This welcome volume in the Akashic
noir series, set in Ghana, hits plenty of the expected bleak notes and classical noirish
phrasings." --Publishers Weekly Akashic Books continues its award-winning series of original
noir anthologies, launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir. Each book comprises all new stories,
each one set in a distinct neighborhood or location within the respective city. Brand-new stories
by: Nana Ekua Brew-Hammond, Kwame Dawes, Adjoa Twum, Kofi Blankson Ocansey, Billie
McTernan, Ernest Kwame Nkrumah Addo, Patrick Smith, Anne Sackey, Gbontwi Anyetei,
Nana-Ama Danquah, Ayesha Harruna Attah, Eibhlín Ní Chléirigh, and Anna Bossman. From
the introduction by Nana-Ama Danquah: Accra is the perfect setting for noir fiction. The telling
of such tales--ones involving or suggesting death, with a protagonist who is flawed or devious,
driven by either a self-serving motive or one of the seven deadly sins--is woven into the fabric
of the city’s everyday life Accra is more than just a capital city. It is a microcosm of Ghana. It is
a virtual map of the nation’s soul, a complex geographical display of its indigenous presence,
the colonial imposition, declarations of freedom, followed by coups d’état, decades of
dictatorship, and then, finally, a steady march forward into a promising future Much like Accra,
these stories are not always what they seem. The contributors who penned them know too well
how to spin a story into a webIt is an honor and a pleasure to share them and all they reveal
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about Accra, a city of allegories, one of the most dynamic and diverse places in the world.
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